
PRIVACY POLICY

Collection of Your Information

When you use our Platform i.e ‘Gloo Club’, we collect and store your information which is provided by

you from time to time. In general, you can browse the Platform without telling us who you are or

revealing any personal information about yourself. Once you give us your personal information, you

are not anonymous to us. Where possible, we indicate which fields are required and which fields are

optional. You always have the option to not provide information by choosing not to use a particular

service, product or feature on the Platform.

Use of Demographic / Profile Data / Your Information

We use your personal information to provide the product and services you request. To the extent we

use your personal information to market to you.

We use your personal information to assist sellers and business partners in handling and fulfilling

orders; enhancing customer experience; resolve disputes; troubleshoot problems; help promote a

safe service;

Data Retention

We retain your personal information in accordance with appliable laws, for a period no longer than is

required for the purpose for which it was collected or as required under any applicable law. However,

we may retain data related to you if we believe it may be necessary to prevent fraud or future abuse,

to enable Gloo Club to exercise its legal rights and/or defend against legal claims or if required by

law or for other legitimate purposes. We may continue to retain your data in anonymised form for

analytical and research purposes.

Cookies

We use data collection methods such as "cookies" on certain pages of the Platform to help analyse

our web page flow, measure promotional effectiveness, and promote trust and safety. "Cookies" are



small files placed on your browser that assist us in providing our services. Cookies do not contain

any of your personal information. We offer certain features that are only available through the use of

a "cookie".

Cookies and other technologies used for functionality allow you to access features that are

fundamental to a service. Things considered fundamental to a service include preferences, like your

choice of language, information relating to your session, such as the content of a shopping cart, and

product optimizations that help maintain and improve that service.

Advertisements on Platform

We use third-party advertising companies to serve ads when you visit our Platform. These

companies may use information (not including your name, address, email address, or telephone

number) about your visits to this and other websites in order to provide advertisements about goods

and services of interest to you.You have an option to opt out from tracking of personalized

advertising using the “Opt out of Ads Personalization” settings using your device’s settings

application. Flipkart will have no access to your GAID once you select this feature.

Children Information

Use of our Platform is available only to persons who can form a legally binding contract under the

Indian Contract Act, 1872. We do not knowingly solicit or collect personal information from children

under the age of 18 years. If you have shared any personal information of children under the age of

18 years, you represent that you have the authority to do so and permit us to use the information in

accordance with this Privacy Policy.

Your Consent

By visiting our Platform or by providing your information, you consent to the collection, use, storage,

disclosure and otherwise processing of your information (including sensitive personal information)

on the Platform in accordance with this Privacy Policy.

If you disclose to us any personal information relating to other people, you represent that you have

the authority to do so and to permit us to use the information in accordance with this Privacy Policy.



You, while providing your personal information over the Platform or any partner platforms or

establishments, consent to us (including our other corporate entities, affiliates, lending partners,

technology partners, marketing channels, business partners and other third parties) to contact you

through SMS, instant messaging apps, call and/or e-mail for the purposes specified in this Privacy

Policy.

Refund Policy

Backers contribute to campaign owners, not to Gloo Club, hence we DO NOT issue refunds.

Glooclub.com is a platform assisting early stage product ideas get crowd funding and charges a
platform fees for its services.

A campaign on Glooclub.com may have multiple beneficiaries like Patrons, project contributors,
affiliates and more.

If you’re interested in having your collected pledge refunded, you’ll need to reach out to the maker
directly.
Keep in mind, however, that if the funds have already gone towards producing or shipping rewards
then a refund will not be possible at that time.

If you are not satisfied with your product you can request for a replacement directly with the maker
within 5 days of receiving the product.

Cancellation
Cancellation of a pledge/pre-order is permitted only within 24 hours.

Post 24 hours you will not be able to cancel your pledge/pre-order.. You can request cancellation by
sending a mail to mail@glooclub.com with your Order ID and Screenshot of your Order Confirmation

Shipping Policy

Gloo products are made in small batches, and sometimes even on demand.
Shipping of these artisanal products requires time for production, packaging and
sensitive shipping.

Gloo’s campaign owners need to clearly mention when they plan to ship their products.
It can be at a weekly or monthly level, it can also be after their campaign target is
reached - post which they would start shipping the entire batch. The shipping will cover

https://help.kickstarter.com/hc/en-us/articles/360011239834-How-to-message-a-project-creator
mailto:mail@glooclub.com


all taxes of state and central level apart from the actual freight cost. The cost of the
shipping will be clearly communicated and is to be usually paid by the end customer as
the cost of acquiring the goods which they have purchased. There maybe certain cases
where the campaign owners include campaign costs within the landed cost or waiver
the entire shipping cost, this is on the sole discretion of the campaign owner.
Gloo acts as an intermediary or an enabler platform connecting the campaign owner
and the end customer.

For any enquiries please contact us on mail@glooclub.com


